Abstract-Contiguous spectrum assignment generates many small spectrum fragments that cannot be fully utilized, which leads to low spectrum utilization. With the development of advanced wireless radio technology, especially Discontiguous Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (DOFDM), discontiguous spectrum access and spectrum aggregation in a single radio has become possible. With the help of discontiguous spectrum access, the small spectrum fragments could be aggregated and further utilized, which can dramatically improve the spectrum utilization efficiency. Based on this observation, we propose Aggregation-Aware Spectrum Assignment (AASA), a spectrum assignment algorithm in cognitive ad-hoc networks. In AASA, we propose a spectrum assignment method that takes spectrum aggregation into consideration. Moreover, we prove that AASA optimizes the spectrum assignment and maximizes the number of users that can be supported in the system. Simulation result shows that AASA significantly increases the spectrum assignment efficiency compared with the existing solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cognitive Radio Network (CRN) is becoming more and more popular in recent years. In traditional wireless networks, the lack of radio spectrum has become the bottleneck of the development of wireless networks. On the other hand, the spectrum utilization efficiency in licensed spectrum bands is quite low [4] . Thus, people are exploiting new way to transmit on licensed bands for wireless networks when these bands are not fully used. [1] [2] [3] In CRN, one of the challenging problems is how to assign the available spectrum efficiently. Intuitively speaking, assume that each transmission pair demands a certain bandwidth of spectrum for transmitting, and then the problem is how to assign the spectrum to support as many transmission pairs as possible.
Spectrum/channel assignment is a well-studied problem in traditional wireless networks. [5] provides a comprehensive survey in the area of dynamic, fixed and hybrid allocation strategy, and compares their complexity, performance and the trade-offs.
However in CRN, compared to the traditional wireless networks, the fundamental difference is that the available spectrum bands/channels are dynamic and their availability changes all the time, which makes the traditional spectrum/channel assignment protocols do not work. Because of this fundamental difference, new protocols/standards are proposed, such as the ones in [7] [8] and the well-known IEEE 802.22 [9] . For high level understanding, [6] provides a survey. In [8] , a Dynamic Open Spectrum Sharing (DOSS) MAC protocol is proposed: when assigning spectrums for a transmission between two users, they first negotiate on a pre-known control channel to tell each other their own available spectrum bands. In their common available bands, they choose the largest contiguous band, on which they start transmitting. During transmitting, if the transmission band turns unavailable, they suspend current data transmission and re-assign the spectrum. After a new spectrum band is assigned, the data transmission is resumed on the new band. So although the available spectrum bands are dynamic and their availability changes all the time in CRN, DOSS still works.
However the above works are based on contiguous channel assignment algorithms. In current contiguous channel assignment algorithms, each channel consists of only one contiguous spectrum fragment, so they cannot utilize small spectrum fragments whose bandwidths are smaller than the users' demand. Moreover these algorithms generate more fragments, which makes the spectrum utilization efficiency low.
Fortunately with the development of advanced wireless radio technology, especially Discontiguous Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (DOFDM) [13] , a single radio can access several spectrum fragments simultaneously, thus aggregates them into one channel [10] . In Figure I , DOFDM carriers are on two small spectrum fragments. The spectrum band between the two fragments is occupied by primary users (thus unavailable). By switching off the carriers on the unavailable band, the data could be transmitted simultaneously on the two spectrum fragments by using one single radio.
In Figure I , if the bandwidth of each fragment is smaller than the demand, they will not be utilized by contiguous spectrum assignment. However, by aggregating them into one channel, the aggregated bandwidth might be larger than the demand. In this way, small fragments are fully utilized to improve the spectrum efficiency.
For example, if in one CRN every transmission pair demands 4MHz, while the available bands are four 2MHz bands and two 4MHz bands, respectively, as shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 the white parts are available spectrum bands and the number is the bandwidth (MHz), while the hatching parts are unavailable. With contiguous spectrum assignment, it cannot utilize the four 2MHz bands because they are smaller than the demand 4MHz. It can only utilize the 4 MHz bands (B and C). So this network can only support 2 transmission pairs. In this case, contiguous assignment utilized 8MHz out of total 16MHz available spectrum. If we could aggregate small bands into one channel, we could fully utilize 16MHz and support 4 transmission pairs. In most cases, in one CRN, after spectrum sensing and assignment for a period of time, there are always many small spectrum fragments that cannot be utilized individually unless they are aggregated.
The above example shows the great advantage of spectrum aggregation in spectrum assignment. However, there are also some limitations on spectrum aggregation: for example, the span of the aggregated bands is not unlimited, due to the limitation of the transceivers [11] [12] . For a transceiver, if the max span is 10MHz, all the spectrum bands which it is using must be within a 10MHz band.
With this constraint, some spectrum fragments may not be aggregated because their span is larger than the limited max span.
From above we could see that spectrum aggregation will help greatly to improve the spectrum assignment result. But the aggregation has also limitations, which may make spectrum assignment complicated. So when assigning spectrum, we should avoid generating new fragments that cannot be aggregated. Fortunately we observe that we could achieve this by using a simple greedy algorithm that search for and assign channels from low to high frequency.
Thus motivated by the above description, in this paper we: 1) Propose Aggregation Aware Spectrum Assignment (AASA), a spectrum assignment algorithm. We apply spectrum aggregation in AASA under the limitation that the max span of a channel is limited. 2) Prove theoretically that AASA optimizes the spectrum assignment and maximizes the number of supported users. 3) Study the performance of AASA by simulation. The simulation result shows that AASA significantly increased the number of supported users in cognitive ad-hoc networks compared to the contiguous spectrum assignment algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces our motivation and gives the problem definition. Then we proposed AASA to solve the problem in Section 3. We prove in detail that AASA optimizes the spectrum assignment in Section 4. Simulation for AASA is in Section 5. Finally we conclude this paper in Section 6.
II. MOTIVATION AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Motivation
In the introduction section we showed the advantage of spectrum aggregation. However, even with spectrum aggregation, different strategies lead to different results, as demonstrated in the following example.
Motivated Example:
In Figure 2 , assume the max span of a channel is 10MHz. If the spectrum assignment strategy is trying to use the wide bands first, the result might be that it assigns the spectrum to 3 transmission pairs: one with band B, one with C, one with the aggregation of E and F. However A and D cannot be aggregated because their span is larger than 10 MHz, so they are left unutilized.
In fact, in this example, the network can support 4 transmission pairs, one with band A and half B, one with half B and half C, one with half C and D, the other one with E and F.
In this example, we evaluate the performances of the spectrum assignment strategies by their numbers of supported transmission pairs. If there are always transmission requests and every transmission pairs demand the same bandwidth, then the more transmission pairs it supports, the better the spectrum assignment strategy is.
B. Problem definition
Before stating the problem, we define these notations: Node: A node is a transmission pair. It could either be transmitting or just request for transmitting but not start.
Channel: In this paper, a channel consists of either one contiguous spectrum band or some discontiguous bands.
Working Node:If a node is transmitting, it is a working node.
Assumptions:
1) The available spectrum bands are fixed and known as 
MA is the max span of a channel. Working node m works on C m . Its demand bandwidth is R Hz. So |C m | ≥ R.
The problem:
Let N indicates the number of working nodes. Then the problem is to maximize N , subject to
To solve the given problem, we propose Aggregation Aware Spectrum Assignment (AASA) algorithm.
Let N indicates the number of the working nodes. The goal of AASA is to maximize N.
What's the basic idea for AASA? Intuitively speaking, if a network can originally support n working nodes, the basic idea to optimal the spectrum assignment strategy is to keep the network capable to support (n − m) nodes after assigning spectrum to m (m < n) nodes. In the motivated example in Section 2, the network can originally support 4 nodes. But "wide bands first" strategy makes it only able to support 1 node after assigning band B and C to 2 nodes. We call this network capability loss.
The basic idea for AASA is to avoid network capability loss. AASA is a simple greedy algorithm: it searches for the channels from left to right (from low to high frequency). Once it finds out a channel that the bandwidth is R Hz, AASA assigns it to a node.
The availability of the spectrum could be shown as Figure  3 . The width of the dash-line rectangle in Figure 3 indicates MA, the max span of a channel.
AASA is explained based on 
Move the dash line rectangle to the right. 6) Goto 2 7) Let S = {S i |i = 1, 2..v}. Stop After running the algorithm, S is the result channel set and v is the number of working nodes. S i is the ith channel in S and it consists of t i spectrum bands.
This S has these properties: 
AASA cannot find any more channels. That is Fig. 4 . An example of the left redundant band. A is the most left available fragment in this network and its bandwidth is smaller than the demand. B is wider than the span of a channel. A cannot be aggregated with other fragments because they are too far away.
Because of Property 4, Property 5 is equivalent to:
∀k
MA is the max span of a channel. AASA only scan the spectrum once. The time complexity of AASA is O(M) where M is the span of the whole spectrum.
IV. PROOF OF AASA
In this section we prove that AASA maximizes the number of supported working nodes. In other words, we prove that if a network can support maximum N nodes, then AASA will find N channels and assign them to N nodes in this network.
We use induction method and the three steps are: 1) If a network can only support one working node, we prove that AASA will find one channel with demand bandwidth. 2) Assume that if a network can support k working nodes, AASA will find k channels. We prove that if a network can support k + 1 working nodes, AASA will find k + 1 channels with demand bandwidth. 3) If the above 2 steps are done, we draw the conclusion that AASA maximizes the number of supported working nodes. In order to keep the proof simple and brief, we first discard some "noise" in the spectrum bands. Here "noise", we mean the apparently unusable spectrum fragments. Suppose there is a small available spectrum fragments too far away from any other available fragments that it cannot be aggregated into a channel. Then we could just simply ignore this fragment because it cannot be utilized in any ways. Here we introduce Theorem 1: THEOREM 1: in a network, the available spectrum bands are B 1 , B 2 ...B n . B i is sorted and B 1 is the most left (frequency is the lowest) band. The demand bandwidth of a node is R Hz. |B 1 | < R and B 1 cannot be aggregated with other bands into a channel with the demand bandwidth. Then after discarding B 1 this network supports the same number of nodes as before discarding. B 1 is called the left redundant band (LRB). Figure 4 . It is obvious and we do not prove it in this paper.
Theorem 1 is illustrated with
In dynamic environment, spectrum availability changes all the time so actually B 1 in Theorem 1 might be aggregated with some new available spectrum bands in the future. But in this paper we only consider the static spectrum availability.
In a network, we may find many kinds of spectrum bands that cannot be utilized. But for the proof of AASA, it is just enough to find LRBs described in Theorem 1. Now we start our proof of AASA:
Induction step 1:
If a network can only support one node, we prove that AASA will find one channel with demand bandwidth.
In fact, AASA scans the whole spectrum in this network. So if there is a channel, AASA will absolutely find it.
Induction step 2:
Assume that if a network can support k nodes, AASA will find k channels. We need to prove that if a network can support k + 1 working nodes, AASA will find k + 1 channels with demand bandwidth.
Our thread for proof in this step is: first divide the network spectrum into two parts: one part supports only one working node and the other supports k working nodes. However it is possible that after dividing, one part of spectrum supports only one working but the other part cannot support k working nodes, if the original network spectrum is not carefully divided.
So the difficulty is how to divide the spectrum. To simplify the problem, we only consider the network that has no LRBs, because according to Theorem 1 if a network has LRBs, simply discard the LRBs and the number of supported working nodes does not change. For the spectrum dividing, we introduce Theorem 2: THEOREM 2: A working node demands a channel with R Hz bandwidth. A network has no LRBs and can support n working nodes. Then if we discard available R Hz from the most left of the available spectrum, then the rest of the spectrum can support n − 1 working nodes.
We left the proof of Theorem 2 in the appendix to keep this section brief.
We first discard all the LRBs and then divide the spectrum into two parts: the first part is the most left R Hz available spectrum, the second part is the rest. Obviously the first part can support one working node. According to Theorem 2, the second part can support n working nodes.
Apparently, AASA will find the whole first part as the first channel, and then it continues its channel searching in the second part. According to the assumption in Induction Step 2, AASA will find k channels in the second part.
So if a network can support k + 1 working nodes, AASA will find k + 1 channels with demand bandwidth. From Induction Step 1 and Step 2, we draw the conclusion that for any n, if a network can support n working nodes, AASA will find n channels with demand bandwidth.
Induction step 3:
So we finished the proof and draw the conclusion that AASA maximizes the number of supported working nodes.
V. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of AASA by computer simulation and compare the performance to the contiguous assignment algorithm.
The methodology we follow in our simulation is to isolate the impact of the total bandwidth of the available bands and the whole span of the spectrum. We only study the effect of the number of the fragments. Intuitively, more fragments there are, more scattered the available bands are.
To isolate the impact of the total bandwidth of the available bands and the whole span of the spectrum, our simulation is taken on a fixed frequency band from 100MHz to 700MHz (within broadcasting TV band) and the total bandwidth of all the available bands is fixed to 300MHz. The max span of a channel is mainly imposed by the sampling speeds of today's analogue-to-digital converters and they are usually larger than 40MHz [12] . So we choose 40MHz as the max span of a channel. The demand bandwidth per node is set to 10MHz, as it satisfies most of the applications.
In summary, the configurations are shown in Table I . We only study the effect of the number of the fragments. So we change the number of the fragments from 1 to 100. In every number of fragments, we run AASA and the traditional spectrum assignment algorithm for 100 times respectively and get their average number of supported working nodes. In every run, the spectrum availability is re-generated randomly.
The simulation result is shown in Figure 5 . From Figure 5 we could see that when the fragments number is 1 (i.e. there is only one contiguous spectrum band), the performances are the same. But as the number of fragments increases, the supported number of working nodes of contiguous spectrum assignment become less and less. Intuitively speaking, this is because as the number of fragments increases, the available spectrum bands become more and more scattered, which makes the contiguous assignment algorithm not suit. On the other hand, the number of fragments does not affect AASA much and AASA always get very high number of working nodes. Please note that the total available bandwidth is 300MHz and the demand bandwidth per node is 10MHz, so the max number of supported working node is 30 in theory in Number of supported working nodes of contiguous spectrum assignment and AASA.
any cases. The supported number of working nodes of AASA is very close to this theoretical max value in this simulation.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed AASA, a spectrum assignment algorithm in cognitive ad-hoc networks. Through aggregating small spectrum fragments to one channel, AASA utilizes the small spectrum fragments that cannot be utilized by contiguous spectrum assignment algorithms. This makes the spectrum utilization efficiency of AASA higher than contiguous spectrum assignment. The main contributions of our paper are: 1) Propose Aggregation Aware Spectrum Assignment (AASA), a spectrum assignment algorithm. The complexity of AASA is O(M ) where M is the span of the whole spectrum. 2) Prove theoretically that AASA optimizes the spectrum assignment and maximizes the number of supported users. 3) Evaluate the performance of AASA by simulation.
Simulation demonstrates that AASA outperforms the contiguous spectrum assignment schemes significantly. One of the drawbacks of AASA is that it assumes the spectrum availability does not change, which is not true in the real network environments. We will leave this to our future work. APPENDIX PROOF OF THEOREM 2 THEOREM 2: A working node demands a channel with a bandwidth of R Hz. a network has no LRBs and supports n working nodes. Then if we discard available R Hz from the most left of the available spectrum, then the rest of the spectrum supports n − 1 working nodes.
Please note that the network is based on our assumptions in the "Motivation and Problem Definition" section.
To prove it, we build n channels from this network. Then we adjust one channel (Channel A) to the most left R Hz. After that, "discard R Hz from the most left of the available spectrum" in Theorem 2 is "discard Channel A" In this case, it is obvious that the rest of the spectrum supports n − 1 working nodes, because there are n − 1 channels in the rest of the spectrum.
PROOF:
This network support n working nodes. Therefore there are n non-overlapping channels. For example, Figure 6 shows that spectrum assign to 3 channels. The most left spectrum band is not assign to any channels.
The most left occupied spectrum is belong to Channel A. So compare and exchange the spectrum bands between Channel A and all the other channels to make the spectrum fragments of Channel A at the left of any other channels. After exchanging, Figure 6 will become Figure 7 .
Then we move Channel A to the most left side of the spectrum. So the most left available R Hz spectrum is occupied by Channel A, showed in Figure 8 .
If we discard Channel A, there are 2 channels in the rest part. So if we discard R Hz from the most left of the available spectrum, the rest of the spectrum supports 2 working nodes.
Although we explained the proof by this particular example, the spectrum exchanging and moving can be applied to any networks. And we conclude that if we discard R Hz from the most left of the available spectrum, the rest of the spectrum supports n − 1 working nodes. Figure 7 to the left. On the right edge of Channel A, the spectrum is divided into two parts; the left is part 1 and the right is part 2.
